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Success IS EXCELLENT. You’ But Significance Is Enduring. you’ He’ But deep in your heart, you
want better half to count for something far more. Something larger than you. Significance.Many
people measure their success by wealth, recognition, power, and status. It works, and it will do
the job.ve achieved a measure of success in the first half of existence, and it’re in “ You need
to discover where your deepest passions intersect together with your greatest abilities and
harness them to help change the globe. Lloyd Reeb shows that if you focus on
significance—Halftime. But what does significance look like? How can you attain it? Exactly what
will it price you? What if you are not yet financially independent? Who might help you seem
sensible out of this stage of existence? Lloyd Reeb knows how it really is.s been a excitement.s
wrestled with the equal queries—and found answers.making use of your time and talent to
provide others— Adapt Reeb’s approach to your position and, with God’s help, put it in
movement.re not alone; Discover God’s when truly meaningful success can come the right path.
“ve never imagined. Go ahead, begin dreaming.s all you’ Your talents, your drives, and all you
are can make sense in a new way and have a direct effect you’ You’” Because significance is
at your reach, and it begins by finding the freedom to wish.re centered on, you’re missing the
boat.” In From Achievement to Significance, he unfolds a blueprint which has helped hundreds
of women and men redefine achievement and infuse their lives with eternal significance.that’s
unique purpose for your daily life. There's nothing wrong with those, but if that’
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Terrific book And book showed up in excellent condition. The content of the book was so
good that I would suggest it to many close friends. I have lately retired (knowing I have to
continue working) so the reserve was a timely examine. However, the information did not
resonant with me. Great Book Everyone should browse this book. Five Stars loving it, thanks
Three Stars knew most of yhis before We read it Life Changing Great publication inspiring and
incredibly actionable. Excellent book with useful planning/path that leads you through every
step This is an extremely inspiring book. I was at a cross road in my own life and truly needed a
book such as this to steer me through. However, I found Halftime to become inspiring, as well as,
informative. Book was ok, but not as effective as Halftime There are some things that I learned
from scanning this book. The book influenced me to depart my leadership part in a $10 billion
utility and for days gone by 11 years I am investing my period and using my God provided
talents to strive towards the "significance" that God desires for us. Regrettably, although he
says his insights apply to folks of most religions, I came across as a non-Christian that his
continuous Bible-banging and Christian-laced quotations and advice were just too
distracting for me. Couldn't get through it because I came across it so offensive, that i found
to be a shame, since it was therefore distracting from what is this important topic. This book will
change your life! Read Bob Buford's reserve "Halftime" 3 x and really didn't gain much usable
information or understanding from it. Nevertheless, from the first chapter in Lloyd Reeb's "From
Success to Significance" what literally leaped off the page "talking with me". Five Stars Great
Bible-banging agenda distracts from great message It's clear the author is quite insightful, and
has clearly done some deep considering how to make every day you will ever have significant.
The examples have become helpful too.
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